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Is Dikembe Mutombo the big man
role model the league needs?

September 14, 2013 11:25 am ET

Each summer, NBA Hall of Famer Hakeem Olajuwon hosts a bevy of NBA big men to try and

impart the wisdom of how to be great down low. For years, the NBA has suffered through a

drought of great centers. The league's recent trend towards small ball creates a chicken-and-

the-egg situation; you can argue big men development has been de-emphasized with a move

towards smaller, faster, more nimble lineups, or you can argue those lineups are the result of

not having a better option with the talent available.

Kevin Garnett's a center now. Chris Bosh plays one most of the time, too. Al Horford has

done great things at the center position and is unquestionably a center, but he's not in any

way built in the traditional model.

So Olajuwon hosts players and tries to make them better, even this summer after signing a

deal to be an assistant with Houston and mentor Dwight Howard. Videos leak of player

replicating the Dream Shake, working on footwork, trying to become low post options. And

each year, I find myself asking why it seems Olajuwon doesn't offer more lessons on defense.

You're talking about a player that averaged three blocks a game, four in his peak seasons.

From 1987 to 1995, Olajuwon placed first in defensive win shares (via Basketball Reference)

four times, second twice. He ranked 1st in defensive rating (points per 100 possessions
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allowed while he was on the floor) five times, second twice. He was an all-world defender.

Maybe Olajuwon does spend time with the young bucks teaching them the ins and outs of

post defense, and we just don't hear about it, because it's not sexy. But you would think that at

some point, that would become a conversation. There does seem to be a resistance, though,

based on the idea that with the rule changes enacted over the past 15 years, Olajuwon's

brand of defense is no longer applicable for most centers, who are much more focused on

rotation defense now.

But over the past few years, teams have progressively taken more and more leaps with

young, athletic big men with crazy length. JaVale McGee, DeAndre Jordan, and Larry

Sanders have all gotten massive contracts that caused critics to ask what they had

accomplished to deserve that kind of cash. But speaking to GMs, you find that the idea is

based not around who these players are, but who they will become. Most GMs believe a big

man reaches his peak effectiveness at age 27 or 28. This is traditionally considered the

"Tyson Chandler model," as the Knicks' defensive stalwart didn't start to come into his own

until he landed in New Orleans at age 24, and didn't become elite until Dallas at age 28.

There is another player to use as a model for the "let them grow" angle, though.

Dikembe Mutombo Mpolondo Mukamba Jean-Jacques Wamutombo entered the league at

age 25. He wasn't even supposed to play basketball. He enrolled at Georgetown on a USAID

scholarship to become a doctor before John Thompson recognized his potential. In time,

Mutombo would become one of the league's best global ambassadors. But during his time in

the league, he was maybe the most feared shot blocker on the planet.

He consistently ranked top 10 in block percentage (percentage of available shots blocked)

and in 1996, blocked a ridiculous 4.5 shots per game. Now, blocks are a terrible indicator of

actual defensive prowess. They can lead to secondary possessions where the opponent

scores, and chasing those blocks leads to open baskets for a defender's man on the ball

rotation. But any NBA player will tell you that having a monster like that down low, just the

threat of the block is enough to deter a player from driving, which makes everything easier.

Mutombo presents maybe a better model for big men to learn from than Olajuwon. Olajuwon's

individual basketball intelligence and natural skill made him an all-time legend. Mutombo was

never an elite-level player but he was a four-time defensive player of the year, trying to

develop unnatural skills like post moves and offensive ability which is dependent on

coordination and grace. Mutombo was a consistent All-Star in his prime, but his unique brand

of attacking at the rim could be more easily integrated to various NBA systems. Yes, the

development of stretch fours and fives complicates the matter, but schematic defenses can

adjust for that better than they can to trying to force action to the rim to prevent scoring

opportunities when the defender is pulled back.

Mutombo is often forgotten despite only having retired four years ago. (He played until he was

42!) But trying to become Mutombo shouldn't be lowering the bar for any NBA player. His

singular greatness should be appreciated, and if more players studied the Finger Wag Man,
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it might present an easier path to fulfilling that potential that remains wanting at the center

position in today's NBA.

Topics:  Al Horford, Chris Bosh, DeAndre Jordan, Dikembe Mutombo, Dwight Howard, JaVale McGee,

Kevin Garnett, Larry Sanders, Tyson Chandler, New York Knicks, NBA
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1 day ago

I agree with Mutombo, but let's not forget Duncan.  He's the most impressive 37 year old post player since Kareem, but
he's a much better defender at this age than Old Kareem was.  The article mentions how rotation D is more important
these days?  Well, Duncan is great at that AND just blocked shots at a pretty good rate (and although it's hardly a sexy
stat, his blocks have a much greater effect on the game than most because they stop high % shots, usually go to
teammates rather than out of bounds or back to the opposition, and often start fast breaks).  If this new wave of big men
really cared about improving true post play, they'd be studying Tim Duncan as well as taking lessons from Hakeem or
Mutombo.  They might as well study him, they're already getting schooled by him....
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"Not in my house! Ha ha ha"

LikeLike ReplyReply

2 days ago

I think AAU ball has hurt the development of centers. Instead of a center learning to post-kick out-repost, they play with
flashy guards who think offense is throwing ally-oops off of pick and rolls. I really think the reason the that the Gasol
brothers have better post moves is they didn't have exposure to this culture. 

Even in the NBA's last golden center age in the 90's of the top 9 centers 5 were born outside the US (Olajuwon,
Mutombo, Ewing, Divac, Sabonis) with only Shaq, Robinson, and Mourning born in the US. Duncan can
be considered a center or not (or born in the US or since he was born in the VI a US territory). But  notice that all of these
guys except Shaq and Alonzo developed center moves later in life (Robinson entered college as a guard and then grew
6 inches) or learned them outside the US.   This is the real issue that USA basketball needs to address. 
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Statalyzer 1 day ago

 FWIW Duncan learned center moves in the USA for the most part. 
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More importantly Mutombo is a role model off the court.   There are way too many punk kids in this league who could
learn something far for important from Mutombo then just how to become a better basketball player. 
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2 days ago

100% agree, mutombo is a wonderful role model...not only for nba players, but young people in general.

LikeLike ReplyReply
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Amen to that!
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Mom, dad, and the people who love you are role models, athletes are entertainment.  If you're expecting
more than entertainment  from an athlete you need to reassess your home life.
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sigma1575 1 day ago

  Is it wrong to expect more from EVERYONE in a position of media glare? Moms and Dads often
look drab to the people on TV or in movies. That is not new as I remember people looking up any
actor, even as far back as 60 years ago.

Maybe that is a lot to expect in this day and age, but that is the way I raised my children.

That is, To give AND expect the best from themselves, their friends and the people they watch.
They also learned that some people, like some of their former friends, will not reach that level.
And how to distance themselves from those people, in body and in mind.
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